Following the classic work of McMillan and of Bohm and Foldy, we have developed a phase equation describing the microsynchrocyclotron acceleration process in geonium. By computer integration of this equation, we are able to confirm that, by making use of the slight relativistic spin dependence of the zero-energy cyclotron frequencies, the acceleration process can be made selective enough to distinguish between spin-up and spin-down states. Quantum effects have been allowed for approximately.
Geonium is an individual electron bound in a Penning trap at liquid helium temperature. In this note, we analyze a simplified model of the acceleration process by which, in our recent geonium "K" experiments (1), we have determined the spin state and remeasured the g factor. Unlike the earlier geonium "S" experiments (2, 3) that relied on the less than ideal continuous Stern-Gerlach effect, these experiments resolve and use the relativistic spin splitting (3, 9) of =160 Hz of a classical zero-energy cyclotron frequency 1cO 140
GHz. The triggering of an energetic acceleration process now becomes a most effective way of monitoring the spin state as we show below. In the synchrocyclotron high-energy accelerators, the frequency is swept down and up periodically. An ion starting from rest can obviously be captured only into an accelerating orbit, when the down sweep starts at a frequency high enough to come at least nearly into resonance with the characteristic zero-energy cyclotron frequency of the ion. Thus, pulsing on the accelerating rf field and starting the down sweep with the frequency "do should result in a yield of high-energy ions, which drops to 50% when vdO is decreased by the small critical offset value -f* from the zero-energy cyclotron resonance frequency vco of the ions.
It is well known (4) that when the drive signal of constant amplitude A for a harmonic oscillator is turned on at time t = 0, its amplitude x0 will increase according to x0 = CAt, [1] where C is a constant, provided the drive frequency coincides with that of the oscillator. The same relation must hold when in a tunable anharmonic oscillator the force constant is continuously adjusted to keep its otherwise energydependent eigenfrequency constant or, if the drive frequency is varied, to keep it on resonance with the oscillator. For a slightly anharmonic oscillator (4) , the eigenfrequency shifts in proportion to its energy. We recognized the corresponding case of a parabolic frequency sweep as a particularly simple one that should result in considerable frequency selectivity of the acceleration process (5, 10). The classic discussions ofthe similar acceleration process in operating high-energy particle accelerators by McMillan (6) and by Bohm and Foldy (7) had, of course, been long available. Following these authors, we describe the relativistic cyclotron motion of the electron by a phase equation
that we have derived for the equivalent anharmonic oscillator. Here, r is the radius of the cyclotron motion, 4 is the angle by which the radius vector of the electron leads the rotating E field vector of the microwave drive of frequency Ed, A is the amplitude of the drive, a is a measure of the relativistic anharmonicity, and Tr is the damping time for the cyclotron orbit radius due to emission of cyclotron radiation. The corresponding line width of the cyclotron resonance in our trap cavity may be <1 Hz. McMillan (6) also pointed out that Eq. 2 is closely related to the differential equation of a simple pendulum that is also subject to a 4-independent torque o -f. In our case, the moment of inertia of the pendulum must be kept constant while its length increases in proportion to the cyclotron radius r. We illustrate the scheme by describing the simple mode of operation in which drive amplitude A is constant and frequency vd varies to keep -fapproximately proportional to t2 but composed of linear sweep sections. In more detail, we have numerically integrated Eq. 2 for the case that -(f -fo) (angular frequency units) grows from 0 to 6 kHz in the first 10 ms from 6 to 24 kHz in the second 10-ms interval, and from 24 to 54 kHz in the third interval for a total increase of 54 kHz in 30 ms. Reflecting the relativistic decrease (2, 3) of vc by 1000/21r Hz per cyclotron motion quantum (for vc =140 GHz), successful acceleration over the 54-kHz interval corresponds to an energy increase in the classic relativistic motion from 0 to 54 hvco. A damping time of Tr = 300 ms has been chosen. Fig. 1 is a graph of orbit radius r vs. time t. The reference radius value r = r* corresponds to a classical cyclotron energy, 0.1 hvco. The oscillations show the beat between the driven motion at vd and the free oscillation at vc that was excited when the drive was turned on at t = 0 when a noise preexcitation of amplitude r = 1.5 r* and phase 0 was also present. As expected from the pendulum model, the frequency of these phase oscillations grows by ==(24/5)1/2 as the average orbit radius grows from =5 r* to =24 r*. As expected for this adiabatic variation, the oscillation amplitude decreases by about the same (24/5)1/2. A start frequency of the sweep vdo = vco -1000/2ir Hz, orfo = -1 kHz, was chosen as the norm for a successful standard run, and the constant drive amplitude A was made just large enough to ensure acceleration over the full 30 ms. Fig. 2 (1) . While the starting point vdO of the sweep in subsequent acceleration cycles is held fixed, the frequency of the preexciting ir pulse is stepped in small increments through the range containing the transition frequency v4. In this extension of our trigger scheme, for sufficiently large -fo, acceleration would be initiated with appreciable probability only when the frequency of the ir pulse nearly coincides with vO°.
In the absence of preexcitation, acceleration success or failure is an abrupt function of starting point offset fo, which in Fig. 3 is varied in small increments with the plotted step function corresponding to this case. Recalling the 160-Hz spin splitting of v,,C, we now easily see that a standard acceleration cycle without preexcitation set up for a spin-up electron would succeed, while for a spin-down one it would fail. Thus, as a most important result, success or failure of acceleration becomes an indicator of spin state! However, to be realistic we must now address thermal excitation and quantum effects of the damped cyclotron motion of the electron. As Callen and Welton (8) have shown, the cyclotron motion will exhibit a Brownian motion reflecting not only thermal excitation but also the zeropoint energy. Accordingly, we treat the quantum-mechanical zeropoint motion as a noise excitation of the classical cyclotron motion to an average energy E0 = hvc/2 similar in character and adding to thermal noise. As the characteristic damping time Tr is much longer than the acceleration cycle, this combined noise at 4 K may simply be approximated by preexcitation to an average energy En = 0.73 hvc or rn = 2.7 r*. This random preexcitation now greatly flattens the steep success rate characteristic of Fig. 3 for zero noise, as the data points indicate. A viable discriminator curve for spin-state detection, however, can still be obtained by averaging the results of many runs obtained in quick succession. In a further approximation, preexcitation to fixed r = rn values and phases randomly jumping between 0, 7r/2, xr, and 3ir/2 have been assumed in the evaluation of the data points. From Fig.  3 , we extract, as important characteristics of the discriminator process realized, a success rate slope dS/df = 0.5 kHz-1 and a critical offset ft = -2.5 kHz, both in rough agreement with the experiments. To make full use of the short acceleration cycles realizable, a way must be found to quickly and reliably return the electron energy to <0.2 hv,. In the face of future decay times of Tr > 10 s, and longer, realizable for high-resolution work, rapid electronic tuning of the trap cavity, which places a cavity mode on v, temporarily minimizing Tr, appears to have the most promise here. More generally, the trigger schemes discussed by us may be of wider interest in the high-resolution spectroscopy of other anharmonic oscillators.
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